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⑭S13Lecture 2

from lasttime:
ifunspecified, [x,4] *x-4x

suppose Iis a field and L is an Dovector space

witha map [.,7:2 XL -7. For
XCL let

adXd[X,o] denote the map 2+2 sending 455(x,i)

Oef L is a Lie algebra with
bracket (...)

- bilinear ->implies (X,T] =- (Y,x]
if $[i] is 7

② Gi] is alternating:
(x,x] =00XCh

③SabX,a34]
>ad(xii) 0X,YCL (Jacobiidentity)



↑abstractexample: derivations

Suppose A is an algebra, possibly non-associative.

CAis just a vestor space with a bilinearmultiplication)
space of linear maps A-A
M

We have seen thatglIA) is a lie algebra with

bracket (X,4]: XY-4x

9
linear maps 8:A +A

LetBerA =

with Glab) =a 8(b) +8(a)b Vais)
Call elemns 80 BerAderivations.

Epise Perais a Lie subalgebra ofge(A)



should also mention:if Ais an associative algebra
(meaning (ab)c =a(bc) aib,c7A) then Acan be

viewed asa lie algebra forthe bracket (x.47:xY-ix.

(the fact thatthis satisfies the Jacobiidentify

does requireassocialivity of the algebra

Next:a laundrylistofanalogies with group theory



Notatia: adX:415 [x,i] far X.Yin a Lie algebra

Adg:ht ging for gin in agroup G

↳algebras L grapsJ

an ideal ofLis a normalsubgroup ofG
-

a subspace ISL
with is a subgroup I with

(adX)(7) 570x-L (Adg)(H) <H UgCG

(everyideal is a lie subalgebra the center ofJ is the

the center ofL is the normalsubgrap (5)=

ideal (L) =(YCLladX)(4) =0 (hAS/AAdg)(h) =h0gC6]7
VxCL



Dealgebras( groups G
-

notientLie algebra:q- quotientgroup:-
-

ideal IsL -
given an given a normalsubgroup N
the quotient vector space the setofcosets
L/F =(X+F1X(L]

·(N =(gN1g56] is
is a Lie algebra for the

bracket(x+5,i +175
a group for usual

[X,y] +I
setproduct

farX,YCL thedesubgroup (607

the derived Lie algebra (L,5] is the subgroup generated
-

is the span of([xin)(x,4CL) by9ghghT1g,hf6]
<



ialgebrash grans C
-

L is abbianifL=1(k)
O is abelian ifJ =2(6)

<7i)(42) =0
<=> if[6,5 =17.

<=(X,Y] =00X,Y
#> gh =4Vsih)6

Lis simple if L J is simple if I has
-

isnon-abelian with
no proper, nontrivial

no nonzero
ideals normalsubgraps

proper ↑
Scan be abelian)



some other terminology:

thenamalizer of a lie subalgebraK

is NL(k) =[X (L)(adx)(k)SK)
(this is a Lie subalgebras the largestone such

thatISNLCK) is an ideal)

the centralizer ofa subspace.KSL

BG(k) =(X())(adx)(k)
=0]

(this is another Lie subalgebra



E/X. Suppose L =S(A) =[(aba)/aib.cep)
Assume char(A) #2.

Abasis for his X =100), i =108), 1 - (08)
The Lie brackets are:

(X,x) =(Y,4)
=[H,1) =0

(x,y)
=

- [i,x) =A
so ad A is

(H,X) = (X,1) =2X disgenalizable
(H,4) =- (i,H) = -24

Note:ad H: 2 H (H.2) has eigenvalues -2,0,2eigenvectors



Daim L =slu(4) is simple when char(A) #2.

B) suppose O gd8aX +bY + cA (9,b,c(*)
need char (#) #2 so that

belongs to an ideal ISL. this is nonzero

M

(X,(X,j)) =(X,bA -2cx) =-2bx-

(Y,(Y,57) =[Y,aH
-2c4) =-2aYe
-

the(x,y) =Ht7
m

5)a 70 then Y CI, butthen HF, sO XF =L.
~- thm(

-4,x) =(x,y) =Ht

#)bto then X CF, then ACF, so YCF =L.

5)a =t =0 then H(F, s0 X,Y (F =L. Tns
F = L.8



&factsabout quotients

⑨ #6:L+K is a subjective Lie algebra

morphism then the Keenel Kerb =(xCL/d(x) =0]
is an ideal of Land 2/Kerb =K

via the map X+Kerd Hd(x) faxCL.
④ IfI,J5L are ideals and 555then

II is ideal of2/7and

(LA) ((5(7) LIT as Lie algebras

(x +1) +5177x +5

⑦ IfF.JSL are ideals then (I
+J) /5

=F1(715)
(i +j) +1 ++ i +InT



Terminology: a presentation of a Lie algebra<

is a Liealgebra morphism 4:L-ge(v)
for some (notnecessarily finitedim. Vector space v)

#Theatrepresentation ad:<-gl(2)
is a representation.

mostinteresting Lie algebras arise as subalgebras ofNV)
Pop Any simple Lie algebra is isomorphictoseesubalgebra ofa general linear Lie



psmore generally, ifI(L) *(X-2/(xin)=0vi]
then 2(2) =ker(ad) so
212(2)

=L/Kerlad)
-ad() < gl(2)

Therefore L =(subalgebra ofgl()) whenever z(L) =0

The center is an ideal so is zero ifhis simple

(as simple => non-abalian)



redseries ofa lie algebra 2:(10)
=L

\(n
=1)
=[L())())

Jef IfF,J3) then (F,5) is the spanof ((xin714,5,]
L is solvable if(i) =0 for some 230.

6If Tn(A)
=upper& matrices I both solvable

won(#) =strictlyuppermatrices

(1)
as one can check thattn(A) =

mn (*)

↓(*)"", span S Sij) j - i,2")

so tn(#)
"*
=0 if(k

-> n+se tn (A) is solvable



↳odescending central series:10 =L

(** =[2,[n]

↳ is hilpotentif" =0 for some n <>0.
=-

milpotent => solvable butnotreverse

↓ ↓
strictly upper-Δ
upper-Δ

can show
thatInCA) has InCA)" = Win(A) for alkn.

so tn(A) is
solvable butnothilpotent. Butwin(A) is

milpotent.



Next time:a little more discussion of solvable and

hilpotent lie algebras Angel's theorem

then we will discuss the problem of

classifying semisimple Lie algebras


